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alloy 1050 substrate to obtain hybrid surface nanocomposites using friction stir processing.
In situ nano-sized products were formed by the exothermic reaction of Al and Fe3 O4 . The
reaction is triggered by hot working characteristics of the process. The microstructure and
crystallographic microtexture transition and grain boundaries evolution of the fabricated
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nanocomposite were investigated using optical microscopy, X-ray diffraction, ﬁeld emission
scanning electron microscopy, and electron backscattered diffraction analyses. It is illustrated that matrix means grain size decreased in the specimens, which is processed without
and with the introduction of the powder mixture to ∼8 and 2 m, respectively. In addition,
high angle grain boundaries showed marked increasing that demonstrates the happening
of dynamic restoration phenomenon in the aluminum matrix. Moreover, the fraction of low
CSL boundaries showed increasing (remarkably in the presence of hard particles); these
boundaries play the main role in dynamic recrystallization. The incorporation of nano-sized
products such as Al13 Fe4 and Al2 O3 in the dynamically recrystallized aluminum matrix produced a pre-dominantly CubeTwin texture component induced by the stirring function of the
rotating tool. As a result, the effect of nano-sized products is constrained.
© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1.

Introduction

The conventional monolithic aluminum alloys are losing
their industrial application to aluminum matrix composites (AMCs). The AMCs are increasingly replacing them in
various applications including aerospace, renewable energy
and, automotive sectors and marine and nuclear engineering
[1–4]. Substitution happens because of the excellent physical,

mechanical and tribological properties of AMCs such as low
thermal expansion coefﬁcient, high strength to weight ratio,
stiffness, and good wear resistance [5]. Conventionally AMCs
are fabricated using a variety of solid and liquid phase processing techniques, including stir casting [6], powder metallurgy
[7] and squeeze casting [8]. Besides conventional processing
techniques, the variants of specialized processing techniques
were also utilized for AMCs [9–11].
Recently, friction stir processing (FSP) which is a relatively
new solid-state process adapted from friction stir welding
(FSW), has been widely explored as a surface modiﬁcation
technology [12]. Also, it has attracted much attention as a new
process to fabricate metal-matrix nanocomposites (MMCs)
[13]. Heretofore during the past decade, a large number of
investigations have been carried out to process MMCs by FSP.
Recent researches [14–16] showed that the combination of FSP
and thermite powder, which undergoes through an exothermic reduction–oxidation (redox) reaction, could be resulted in
the formation of AMCs reinforced by in situ Al2 O3 nanoparticles. Various oxide systems such as Al–Fe2 O3 [14], Al–CeO2
[15], Al–TiO2 [17–20], Al–CuO [21] and Al–Fe3 O4 [22] have been
used to fabricate the AMCs reinforced by Al2 O3 nanoparticles by using FSP, where reactive mechanisms are utilized
to form in situ Al2 O3 particles. The production of aluminum
matrix nanocomposites is the result of a chemical reaction
between Al and proper metal oxides. The reduction reaction
between oxides and Al results in the production of another
metal and aluminum oxide. The metal can form as an intermetallic phase with Al or act as alloying constituent inside the
Al matrix, which can affect as reinforcements element. The
aluminum oxides as the other reaction products, speciﬁcally
Al2 O3 , is a beneﬁcial reinforcement for AMCs [20].
Oxides of iron are a proven candidate in self-sustaining aluminothermic reaction. Fe3 O4 is considered as suitable for its
lower cost and high free energy of reaction [23]. The Al–Fe3 O4
system is known for the high exothermic reaction that can be
exerted during thermal and/or mechanical treatments according to the following stoichiometric reaction [24]:
3Fe3 O4 + 8Al → 4Al2 O3 + 9Fe

H◦ = −3021 kJ

(1)

The ﬁnal phases, ␣-Fe and ␣-Al2 O3 , are formed based on
previously mentioned in situ chemical reactions wherein the
iron oxide is reduced by aluminum. In relation to the thermite
mixture the stoichiometric reaction (1) has been suggested
when a powder mix of 8Al and 3Fe3 O4 (for both speciﬁed
in mol.%) is accumulated (i.e., the mass ratio for Fe3 O4 /Al is
3.2); nevertheless the ﬁnal product can be manipulated by
non-stoichiometric compositions. Additionally, the presence
of extra Al can result in the formation of Al–Fe intermetallics.
The reaction products, iron aluminide intermetallics and in
situ formed Al2 O3 , can act as ﬁne reinforcements. The distribution of them is homogenous within the Al matrix, and they
are capable of contributing to strengthening because of their
high strength performance.
It is well accepted the FSW/FSP can result in the fabrication of ﬁne/ultraﬁne and equiaxed grains in the nugget zone
due to the dynamic recrystallization [12]. In addition, the preferred orientation are varied around the centerline of stir zone
(SZ) which experienced frictional heating and severe plastic
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deformation [25]. Texture mainly is induced by the rotating
effect of tool shoulder during FSP which cause the compressive and shear inﬂuences [26]. Although, (1) it is well known
that second-phase particles play an important role in recrystallization. Fine dispersoids tend to hinder boundary motion
and slow down recrystallization and grain growth through a
Zener drag effect [27,28]; (2) texture can be affected by the presence of nano-sized inclusions within the aluminum matrix,
by controlling the particle stimulated nucleation (PSN) and
Zener pinning mechanisms [29,30]. Therefore, studying the
microstructure transformation and the texture evolution in
the center of the sintering zone (mainly in the presence of particles) are of great importance. Another important subject to
be noticed is the nature and feature of grain boundaries (GBs)
as they have a huge effect on controlling the properties of polycrystalline materials [31]. Kronberg and Wilson [32] proposed
the ﬁrst model to determine the special grain boundaries in
1949 and it known as the coincidence-site lattice model. The
assumption in their model is based on energy of grain boundary. The grain boundary energy is low when the coincidence
of atomic position in both neighbor grains is high. The reason
is related to the small number of bonds that are broken across
the boundary. It can be explained in case the atoms in the
lattice positions state in prefect arrangement when the Gibbs
energy of the system is minimum. A grain boundary contain
lower energy in case the coincident atoms positioned same
as a perfect crystal in compare with non-coincident condition. It means that the two grains are misoriented by a chosen
angle  around a chosen axis 0. At superposition state related
to crystals some atomic sites coincide, which are known as
coincidence sites. As those sites are deployed regularly, all over
the superimposition, they create superlattice, which is named
as coincidence-site lattice (CSL) [33].
To have a detailed explanation, the misorientation is determined as n wherein n value is the reciprocating of coincident
lattice sites density with regard to the principal lattice points,
which exhibit the data, related to misorientation relationship.
n is always odd, and it is possible to calculate it when the
plane of the boundary is characterized by symmetric and
asymmetric tilt grain boundaries [34]. The CSL model is extensively utilized to categorized GBs into three classes; (i) low
angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) while misorientation angle
less than 15◦ . The limitation of 15◦ is based on the measurements of the contact angle at the grain boundary trace at free
surface in bismuth that is exhibited the transition between
low to high angle grain boundaries. A recent study measured
the migration of planar grain boundaries in aluminum and
conﬁrmed a sharp limit between low-angle and high-angle
112 and 111 tilt grain boundaries at 13.6◦ [33,35–37]. (ii) low
CSL boundaries with 3 ≤  ≤ 29 (i.e., ˙3n and n ≥ 1), and (iii)
general boundaries which include both random boundaries
and high-CSL boundaries (˙ > 29) [31]. Usually “general grain
boundaries” is used when the behavior of the interface is
studied. The boundaries with ˙ ≤ 20 are known as special
boundaries [38]. The low value of ˙ determines as a special
grain boundary. This term can explain the boundaries that
display sharp extremes at any property orientation dependence, such as, fracture toughness, diffusivity, the tendency
to segregation, migration rate, sliding rate and corrosion rate
[33]. Recent orientation mapping studies offered that the

materials with a high fraction of low-CSL boundaries, particularly 3 boundaries, due to their potential for structural
order in the boundary plane exhibit dominant properties [31].
It can be stated that the improvement of certain properties
has resulted in special grain boundaries [39].
The objective of the study demonstrated in this article
is to evaluate the fundamental concepts of grain boundary evolution and microtexture development in the center
of sinter zone of in situ nanocomposites formed by using
FSP in Al–Fe3 O4 system. Accordingly, to provide a profound
understanding of the grain boundary transformation and
crystallographic texture evolution, the electron backscattered
diffraction (EBSD) technique was used in conjunction with
ﬁeld emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM).

2.

Materials and methods

2.1.

Used materials

To have a consistent explanation of microstructure and varieties of the properties in the ﬁnal composite produce from
Fe3 O4 –Al system, a AA 1050 rolled sheet was selected which
has 5 mm thickness and contain a high amount of Al (>99%).
The nominal chemical composition of the Al rolled sheet is
presented in Table 1. The sheet was provided by Arak Aluminum Co., Arak, Iran. To prepare the workpieces, the Al
sheets was cut off in the dimensions of 210 × 70 × 5 mm3
and a groove was machined in the middle length when
the depth and width are 3.5 mm and 1.4 mm, respectively.
Afterwards, the milled powder mixture is inserted to the
machined grooves. Fe3 O4 (>98% purity with the particle size
of ∼20–30 nm), and Al (>99%. purity with the average size of
∼100 m) powders were mixed based on the stoichiometric
combinations in Reaction (1). The as-received powders morphology is illustrated Fig. 1(a) and (b).

2.2.

Mechanical alloying

Mechanical milling was used to prepare the powder mixture.
They milled for 1 h when the milling carried out by using
high-energy planetary mill underneath of the argon (99.999%)
atmosphere. Table 2 present the mechanical alloying process

Table 1 – Nominal chemical composition of AA1050
sheet (wt.%).
Al
Base

Zn

Cr

Mg

Mn

Cu

Fe

0.0097

0.0041

0.0017

0.0061

0.0123

0.272

Si
0.206

Table 2 – Mechanical alloying process parameters.
Rotation speed of disk (rpm)
Rotation speed of vial (rpm)
Ball material
Balls to powder weight ratio
Total powder mass (g)

450
500
Hardened carbon steel
10:1
15
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Fig. 1 – SEM micrographs showing (a) the as-received Al, (b) Fe3 O4 powders, and (c) the powder mixture after 1 h of milling.

parameters. Rapidly after milling a double-layer titanium foil
alongside with zirconium powder is used to wrap the powder
product to avoid oxidation. Fig. 1(c) shows the morphology of
the milled powder product after 1 h of milling. To prevent any
powder oxidation, the FSP is done quickly after placing the
milled product into the groove.

2.3.

Friction stir processing

Inside the groove, which is prepared on specimens, are ﬁlled
with the mixture powder (Fig. 2a), which is the product of
mechanical alloying by using a vertical milling machine. After
that, the samples are subjected to FSP when the grooves on
the workpieces sealed carefully to capsulize the powder and
to restrain powder dispersion during the process. The FSP utilized by overpassing a pin-less tool which is operated with
10 mm shoulder diameter and with 1120 rpm rotational (w)
and 125 mm/min traversal speeds (v). Thereafter, the FSP is
used for four passes were the process carried out with 100%
overlapping using a H13 steel tool with 18 mm shoulder diameter, 5 mm pin diameter and 4 mm pin height (Fig. 2b). The
pin had threads with a depth of 0.5 mm and angle of 30◦ with
2.5◦ nutation angle. The parameters are used for the FSP were
w = 1400 rpm and v = 40 mm/min demonstrates details of the
parameters suing during the FSP. To have a comparison sample, a workpiece is fabricated by using FSP without powder
introduction when the same parameters are applied. An electronic top-view macro-image of the processed nanocomposite
is shown in Fig. 2c, indicating a consistently processed specimen.

2.4.

Microstructural analyses

The microstructural studies were performed on the specimens, which are collected from the FSPed workpieces by
cutting sections transversely. The grinding and polishing stage
is carried out up to the ﬁnal polish step that performed
by using the particular diamond paste and pad. Finally, the
etching process on the specimens are performed using modiﬁed Poulton’s reagent. The optical microscopy (OM; Olympus
GX51), scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Jeol JSM-7600F)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Jeol 2000FX) are
used to study the microstructural evolution. The SEM was

equipped with energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD; Oxford Instruments,
X-Max) detectors. Automatic grinding and polishing steps
are employed as standard metallographic procedures and
followed with a 45 min polishing step using colloidal silica to prepare the test samples for EBSD study. The Mambo
and Tango software are used to process the EBSD data and
plot misorientation distribution curves. As it is mentioned
in the previous article during the EBSD study of different
Al/oxide system, a cleanup procedure is used to re-index the
data points. In this case, a cleanup with a 5◦ grain tolerance angle and 0.1 minimum conﬁdence index (CI > 0.1) was
applied to re-index the EBSD patterns. The misorientations in
the range of 3–15◦ are considered as low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) which is indicated with bright contrast in EBSD
images. Boundaries with higher angles were deﬁned as highangle grain boundaries (HAGBs), and they are illustrated with
dark contrast in EBSD images. An X-ray diffraction (XRD) unit
(Rigaku Ultima IV) is used to recognize the phases in fabricated
composites within SZ. To collect the specimens for microscopy
tests, the samples were removed with at least 30 mm distance
from the FSP start/ﬁnish points.

3.

Results and discussion

The ball milling process is used to provide an active and uniform mixture of powders from the initial powder mixture.
The product powders have higher reaction kinetics during
FSP. From ﬁrst trials, it was concluded that utilizing the conventional mixing process is unsuccessful when dissimilar
powders are using during mixing process since the density of
Fe3 O4 (4.8 g/cm3 ) is much higher than aluminum (2.70 g/cm3 ).
Therefore, to achieve a uniform mixture of powders, the ball
milling process was utilized according to the stoichiometric
composition presented in Reaction (1). Fig. 3a indicates the
XRD pattern of the milled Al–Fe3 O4 powder mixture after 1 h
milling. As can be seen, the individual Al and Fe3 O4 peaks
are the only ones which have been detected, illustrating that
almost no reaction between Al and Fe3 O4 took place during milling. The exception is related to the existence of peak
broadening; this is related to reducing the crystallite size
and extending the lattice strain. The milling time effect on
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Fig. 2 – (a) Specimen preparation for the FSP, (b) schematic of FSP accomplishment and (c) the prepared nanocomposite from
the top view.

Fe3 O4 –Al reaction determines by using differential thermal
analysis (DTA) (Fig. 3b). It can be noticed that only the melting
peak of aluminum at about 670 ◦ C was revealed, specifying
that no reaction occurred between Al and Fe3 O4 after 1 h
milling. As noted previously, to achieve a higher rate of reaction kinetics during FSP, the mechanical milling was employed
to produce uniform and active powder mixture.
Fig. 4 shows the FE-SEM images related to FSPed AA1050
specimens with and without powder mixture addition. It
demonstrates a fully uniform distribution of particles is
achieved in the SZs of FSPed AA1050 after powder mixture
addition, without any evidence of particle clustering (Fig. 4b).
Generally, the composite is fabricated by the FSP in the SZ after

adding the milled powder mixture. Fig. 4c illustrates FESEM
micrographs and elemental mapping analyses for the friction
stir processed nanocomposite specimen. It can be seen, different contrasts are displayed by the particles in the composite
due to their matrix. As stated by the result of EDS analyses (point and elemental mapping probing), particles with
light gray (1), pale gray (2), and bright (3) contrasts are steady
iron aluminide compound, iron oxide, and aluminum oxide
compositions, respectively. The formation of iron aluminide
compound as a result of solid-state reactions of Al with Fe3 O4
is notable.
Consequently, it becomes evident that the solid-state reaction between Fe3 O4 particles and Al during FSP form Al–Fe

j m a t e r r e s t e c h n o l . 2 0 2 0;9(1):1070–1086
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Fig. 3 – (a) XRD pattern of the milled Al–Fe3 O4 powder mixture, (b) DTA curve of Al–Fe3 O4 powder mixture after 1 h of milling.

intermetallic particles. It should be noticed that since two
particles are small, it is difﬁcult to detect them by the EDS,
considering the resolution. It is suggested to use the chemical analyses based on qualitative elemental partitioning which
can be described by partition coefﬁcient as concentration ratio
of an element between two phases, and it extracted from Xray mapping instead of quantitative point analyses. As stated,
the Al/Fe3 O4 reaction occurs as the presence of particles is
conﬁrmed by the mentioned chemical analyses. Although the
reaction is not kinetically ﬁnalized since even after four passes
of FSP, the ﬁnal produced composite contains some iron oxide
particles.
X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out to investigate the fabricated phases after FSP. Fig. 5 shows the XRD
patterns of AA1050 with powder addition. As can be seen,
dominant Al, and minor phases peaks related to Al13 Fe4 , Al2 O3
and Fe3 O4 were detected. These results illustrate and prove
that the reaction between Al and Fe3 O4 took place during
four pass FSP and in situ hybrid nanocomposite has been
formed. Although the ratio of the peak intensity related to
particles to compare with background intensity is low, the particles volume fraction is not very low (Fig. 4b). The appearance

of low peak-to-background ratios is expected because of the
nano-sized particles formation and the associated peak broadening effect. The correspondent diffraction patterns related to
iron oxide showing that after four passes of FSP, the reaction
between Al- Fe3 O4 is not terminated.
Figs. 6–8 are exhibited the EBSD analyses of the microstructural details related to the as-rolled AA1050 base alloy and
sinter zone of the FSPed samples with/without additional
powder mixture. Also, Table 3 is presented the microstructural
statistics for different specimens.

3.1.

Base metal

Fig. 6(a)–(f) are included the main EBSD results for as-rolled
AA1050 samples which are showing the grain boundary,
grain orientation and recrystallization maps and misorientation angle distribution and restoration frequency histograms.
Fig. 6c illustrated the grain boundaries when misorientation angles are larger than 15◦ . They highlighted by black
color. White color is used for indication while the misorientation angles are lower than 15◦ . As it is mentioned before,
the grain boundary with, misorientation angles larger and
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Fig. 4 – SEM backscattered electron images of the SZs of FSPed AA1050 (a) without and (b) with Al–Fe3 O4 powder addition (c)
SEM micrograph and EDS X-ray maps of the fabricated composite using Al-K␣, O-K␣, and Fe-K␣ radiations exhibiting
elemental partitioning of 1, 2 and 3 type particles in Al matrix.

Fig. 5 – X-ray diffraction pattern of the fabricated Al/(Al13 Fe4 + Al2 O3 ) hybrid composite by FSP with Al–Fe3 O4 powder
mixture.
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Fig. 6 – (a) EBSD grain maps, (b) optical image of BM exhibiting a typical deformed microstructure, (c) orientation map (white
color for LAGBs and black color for HAGBs), (d) misorientation angle distribution histogram, (e) recrystallization map and (F)
restoration frequency histogram.

Table 3 – Microstructural details from different samples: average grain size (d− , m); fraction of LAGBs (fLAGBs , %); fraction
of HAGBs (fHAGBs , %); fraction of recrystallized grains (fRG , %); fraction of sub-structured grains (fSG , %); fraction of
deformed grains (fDG , %); mean misorientation angle (, degree).
Specimen

d−

f LAGBs

f HAGBs

f RG

f SG

f DG



Base AA1050
Without powder addition sample
With powder addition (composite sample)

–
7.8
2.1

89
35
58

11
65
42

1.5
78
37

5.5
22
51

93
–
12

31
29.5
31.5
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Fig. 7 – The EBSD analysis results from SZ of the workpiece processed without powder addition; (a) grain boundary map, (b)
grain size distribution histogram, (c) orientation map (white color for LAGBs and black color for HAGBs), (d) misorientation
angle distribution histogram, (e) recrystallization map and (f) restoration frequency histogram.
lower than 15◦ are known as HAGBs and LAGBs, respectively. This examined base material (BM) exhibit an elongated
grains microstructure, a high ratio of LAGBs (∼ 89%), a low
proportion of recrystallized grains (∼1%) and comparatively
small misorientation angle (∼31◦ ). Fig. 6d shows the distribution histogram of the misorientation angle. The illustrated
distribution is close to the random MacKenzie distribution
curve while the plot of Fig. 6f shows a high fraction of

deformed grains. These appearances are typical for the rolling
microstructures.

3.2.

Effect of FSP

By employing FSP, the equiaxed grains are formed with a
mean size of ∼7.8 m, where the elongated grains of base
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Fig. 8 – The EBSD analysis results from SZ of the workpiece processed with Al + Fe3 O4 addition (composite sample); (a) grain
boundary map, (b) grain size distribution histogram, (c) orientation map (white color for LAGBs and black color for HAGBs),
(d) misorientation angle distribution histogram, (e) recrystallization map and (f) restoration frequency histogram.

materials (BM) were diminished (Fig. 7a–c). In fact, the
formation of the equiaxed grain structure is due to the effect
of dynamic restoration phenomena and happened after
friction stir modiﬁcation without the presence of particles.
In addition, the mean misorientation angle is cut down in
comparison with AA1050 base alloy from 31◦ to about 29.5◦ . It
appears that the grains size are reﬁned to sizes down to 7.8 m
due to severe plastic deformation while the high angle grain
boundaries (HAGBs) have been formed because of dynamic
recrystallization during FSP. Grain reﬁnement happens in

FSP/FSW due to existence of different dynamic restoration
mechanisms [40].
Furthermore, During FSP, a high level of geometrically
necessary dislocations (GND) density can be created. Those
resulted in a complex stress ﬁeld with a very large strain gradient. The high GND density leads to the strain incompatibilities
which can be functioned as initial and preferred nucleation
sites because of the dynamic restoration phenomena [12,40].
Besides that, it is apparent that the microstructure in the stir
zone is mainly composed of an uncommon mixture of high
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Fig. 9 – EBSD maps of (a) AA1050 base alloy and SZs of the specimens (b) without and (c) with Al + Fe3 O4 powder addition
showing CSL boundaries.

and low angles of grain boundaries. The deform microstructure will be consumed by new dynamically recrystallized
grains; this has occurred when the new distinctive grains are
formed from dynamic formation and extermination of LAGBs;
in other words, the dynamic recrystallization is related to the
transformation of sub-grains into new grains [41]. Eventually,
it will be indicated that the fraction of LAGBs are reduced
when correspondingly, the fraction of HAGBs are increased
due to the formation of new individual grains. The increment
of HAGBs number during dynamic recrystallization (DRX)
is due to the continued dislocations accumulation in the
subgrain boundaries when the misorientation is kept at a
low level [29]. In fact, dynamic recrystallization Continuous
(CDRX) occurs by the progressive accumulation of dislocations
into LAGBs which increase their misorientation, and eventually, HAGBs are formed when the misorientation angles reach
a critical value  c ( c ≈ 15◦ ) [27,42,43].

3.3.

Effect of powder addition

Fig. 8 illustrates the EBSD mapping of the grain size and the
orientation; also, contains the distribution histogram plots

measured in the mid-thickness section for the nugget zone
of the hybrid nanocomposite. Some other features can be
noted such as the equiaxed grain structure that is formed
with a mean grain size of 2.1 m; and a slight increase that
is occurred when the average misorientation angle is measured up to ∼31.5◦ . The further increment has happened while
the fraction of recrystallized grains reaches ∼37%. In addition, the Al and Fe3 O4 powder mixture has intensiﬁed grain
reﬁnements, and this is seen in the plots as the grain size
distribution became narrow (Fig. 8a–c). Whereas the in situ
precipitates is formed through changing the FSP to a reactive
process by adding the milled powder. Those precipitates serve
as reinforcements, and the matrix grains will reﬁne by grain
boundary pinning mechanism. These outcomes support the
statement that the produced particles as a result of the reaction between Al and Fe3 O4 had an extra effect on reducing
the matrix grain size. As mentioned before, the presenting of
various dynamic restoration mechanisms is the main reason
for grain reﬁnement happening during FSP/FSW. The static
and dynamic restoration events can be affected signiﬁcantly
by the presence of nanoparticles, such as Al13 Fe4 and Al2 O3 .
Inserting inclusions during the process can make a higher
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number of nucleation sites. It can happen at the beginning
based on the particle stimulating nucleation (PSN) mechanism. An additional obstacle occurs on the short-range motion
of grain boundaries, which conforms to the Zener–Smith Pinning mechanism [44]. All those lead to the formation of a
ﬁner structure from HAGBs during static conditions of heat
treatments within heating or cooling cycles. Likewise, the
increment of the grain reﬁnement within the sintering zone
along with multiplication of the preferred pinning sites occurs
from hard ceramic particles production during reactive FSP
and in situ phase formations.
A simple comparison between the EBSD results for the
AA1050 base alloy and SZ regions of the FSPed specimen and
hybrid nanocomposite can clarify the effects of adding milled
powder on the microstructural details; it is shown in Figs. 6–8.
The results show that the fraction of HAGBs is increased during FSP of both samples (with and without mixed powder).
The grain reﬁnement and recovery mechanisms engaged in
an active competition during FSP that is related to the previous cold worked and microstructure of the rolled alloy. On
the other hand, the modiﬁcation of ﬁne sub-grains structure
is responsible for grain reﬁnement, which occurs because of
dislocations re-arrangements. The transformation of LAGBs
into HAGBs in aluminum alloy happen as a result of the continuous dynamic recovery. This also involves progression and
accumulation of dislocations at LAGBs [45,46].

Effect of particles on coincident site lattice (CSL)
3.4.
notation
There is reported in the literature that special boundaries
are known as those boundaries with ˙ ≤ 20 [38]. The other
boundaries, containing ˙ ≥ 29, are named as random. Using
different categories for particular boundaries from random
ones at 29 is based on the correlation between special fractions and observed properties. The special fraction calculates
with dividing the total number of boundaries in the category
of 1 ≤ ˙ ≤ 29 to the total number of boundaries [38]. The distribution of different types of the boundary with respect to ˙ is
referred to the grain boundary character distribution (GBCD)
term. It can be rigorously indicated that special boundaries
(usually ˙ ≤ 29, especially ˙3n (n = 1, 2, and 3)), which have
low ˙ and happen at well-deﬁned angles [47]. They exhibit
exceptional properties in different classes such as kinetic,
electronic, mechanical, chemical, and energy characteristics.
Fig. 9 shows particular boundaries n in BM (1050 aluminum
alloy), and FSPed specimens without and with Fe3 O4 /Al powder. Fig. 10 present quantitative approximation of different
boundaries in all distinct specimens. The ˙ threshold, which
the particular properties of grain boundaries can be lost above
that, depends on the characterization method and investigated property. Pressure and mainly, temperature are among
other external conditions that can affect the ˙ threshold [48].
Accordingly, the CSL boundaries are used to drive the fraction
boundaries related to of 20, 29 and 3n (n = 1, 2 and 3) which
these derived data are summarized in Table 4.
Regarding the boundary fractions, it can attract the consideration that the numbers are very low for low CSL boundaries
related to BM (1050 aluminum alloy). As it is indicated in
Table 4, for ˙ ≤ 20 boundaries, the fraction number is only

Fig. 10 – Grain boundary character distribution (CSL) for (a)
AA1050 base alloy and SZs of the specimens (b) without
and (c) with Al + Fe3 O4 powder addition.

about 0.7%. It is observed that in the comparison between
BM and without powder FSPed specimens, the fraction of
low CSL boundaries increased due to the FSP. The interaction of pre-existing 3 boundaries through grain boundary
migration, which is happened during dynamic restoration
mechanisms, may form new 3 boundaries. Different investigation [30,31,49] mentioned that the atomic interaction forms
the new boundaries. These interactions associated with grain
boundary migration phenomena during DRX.
On the other hand, as can be seen in Fig. 10 and Table 4,
the fraction of low CSL boundaries is enhanced by adding
the milled powder mixture (Al and Fe3 O4 ). Therefore, it can be
expressed that some other effective mechanisms on dynamic
recrystallization will activate by the presence of nanoparticles.
Grain boundary pinning and Particle-stimulated nucleation
(PSN) are examples for those effectual mechanisms on DRX
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Table 4 – The fraction of low CSL boundaries derived from the CSL boundaries.
Specimen

Boundaries with  ≤ 20 (%)

Boundaries with  ≤ 29 (%)

Boundaries with 3n (n = 1, 2 and 3) (%)

Base AA1050
FSPed AA1050 without powder
Hybrid nano-composite

0.675
3.8
8.34

1.08
5.3
8.67

0.51
2.42
8.34

Fig. 11 – Inverse pole ﬁgure coloring maps of (a) AA1050 base alloy and SZs of the specimens (b) without and (c) with
Al + Fe3 O4 powder addition.

Fig. 12 – ODF plotted at constant 2 cross-sections of the Euler space showing texture components for BM (1050 aluminum
alloy).
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Fig. 13 – ODF plotted at constant 2 cross-sections of the Euler space showing texture components for workpiece processed
without powder addition.

[50,51]. Altogether, for those reasons, the higher fraction of
low CSL boundaries can form, and it follows by grains reﬁnement.
The thermal exposure during FSP and the severe plastic
deformation as nature of the process can form ﬁne recrystallized grain structure and establish a speciﬁc texture [52,53].
During FSP, the texture is developed mainly because of the
active deformation mechanisms and microstructure transformation caused by restoration phenomena. It is expected to
observe the formation of diverse texture components in the
microstructure because of different response by grains of SZ
to the imposed strain and temperature. On the other hand,
the stacking fault energy (SFE) is comparatively high for F.C.C
metals and alloys such as aluminum and its alloys. The high
SFE has a strong effect on the operating dynamic restoration
mechanisms which is recovery and recrystallization during
FSP, and it will control the resulting deformation textures [46].
The inverse pole ﬁgure (IPF) coloring maps is presented in
Fig. 11. The ﬁgure relates to BM, FSPed without inserting the
milled powder and hybrid nanocomposite samples. IPF maps
show the crystallographic orientations for individual grains
with respect to the rolling direction (RD). The color code for
orientation parallel to the RD axis is given in the basic triangle at the top right corner. The colors in the IPF map are same
when the neighboring grains have the identical orientations.
It can be seen that the rolled structure is characteristic for the

1050 aluminum alloy which indicate an intense rolling process performed on specimens. For the FSPed specimens the
IPF map shows variations of preferential grain orientations.
Figs. 12–14 show the orientation distribution functions
(ODFs) of the specimens were concluded from the EBSD
results. They are used to analyze the consequence of FSP and
powder addition on the crystallographic texture evolution of
the 1050 aluminum alloy.
Fig. 12 shows the analyses of ODF maps related to BM that is
marked a typical rolling texture for wrought 1050 aluminum
alloy. Fig. 13 shows the main texture development in FSPed
sample (without additional powder) are constituted of CubeND
[54] 310, BR{236}385 and R (or retained S{123}634). The
CubeND component has a proximate 40◦ 111 rotation regarding Cu orientation. The effect of concurrent precipitation can
bring the advantage in growth rate for the CubeND in comparison to the other orientations [55]. The incubation time related
to CubeND is shorter to compare with other orientations. This
shorter time affects in less precipitation upon these nuclei. It
is often to observe the R texture after annealing of cold rolled
commercial metal aluminum and speciﬁed alloys. It is usually
known as retained rolling texture. The reason for such referral
is the similarity to the S deformation texture.
Fig. 14 shows the ODF maps related to hybrid nanocomposite. The microtextural evolution within the SZ of hybrid
nanocomposite is different. The dominant component is only
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Fig. 14 – ODF plotted at constant 2 cross-sections of the Euler space showing texture components for hybrid
nanocomposite.

CubeTwin . It is mentioned before that the particle stimulating
nucleation (PSN) and pinning mechanisms during dynamic
recrystallization (DRX) are affected by the presence and distribution of hard nanoparticles, which results in the texture
development. On the other hand, incorporation of nanoparticles such as Al13 Fe4 and Al2 O3 throughout the matrix changes
the shear textures to CubeTwin component. The most generalized recrystallization texture to compare with other textures
is the cube component. With noticing that DRX nucleation can
initiate from cube bands composed by onion-ring ﬂow pattern
of nanoparticles; continue with changing the shear direction
during stirring motion of rotary tool during FSP which can
enhance the chance of inducing C texture component at the
sintering zone of hybrid nanocomposite specimen [56]. The
partial completion of DRX in the nugget zone, promoted by

hard nanoparticles and precipitates can cause the change of
texture components in the sintering zone of the nanocomposite sample.
Table 5 demonstrates the texture intensity and fractions
of HAGBs and LAGBs. The correlation between the fraction
ratio of HAGBs and LAGBs and texture strength is presented
in Table 5 after careful evaluation and data comparison.
In other words, the grain boundaries evolution and texture
transition within the SZ has a close relation to each other.
This is apparent that hybrid nanocomposite to compare
with FSPed AA1050 sample without additional powder shows
higher-strength texture and LAGBs fraction (lower fraction
of HAGBs). Generally, a high texture strength is the result of
slight differences in crystallographic orientation of a large
number of grains. The term strong texture means that the

Table 5 – HAGBs and LAGBs fractions and texture intensity in the central regions of FSPed AA1050 (a) without and (b)
with Al-Fe3 O4 powder addition, obtained from EBSD texture data.
Specimen

HAGBs fraction,%

LAGBs fraction,%

Texture intensity

FSPed AA1050 without powder
Hybrid nano-composite

65
42

35
58

10.1
21.6
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orientations of neighbor grains are close to each other, or it
can be expressed as the dissimilarity between the orientations of adjacent grains (Fig. 11). In this case, the boundary
that exists between adjacent grains is classifying as a lowangle boundary. Consequently, analyzing the texture is one
important parameter and signiﬁcant tools to characterize the
grain size, grain orientation, and type of grain boundaries.

[2]

[3]
[4]

4.

Summary

In situ Al/(Al13 Fe4 + Al2 O3 ) hybrid nanocomposite was synthesized by using multi-passes overlapping FSP when the milled
powder mixture of Fe3 O4 and Al insert to the stir zone, and a
reduction reaction is applied. The fabricated hybrid nanocomposite was studied in terms of the microstructure evolution,
transformation of grain boundaries and different variation
of texture and compared to those of the BM and FSPed
1050 aluminum alloy (without the introduction of additional
powder). The obtained results can be summarized as follows:
The in situ formation and scattering of nanoparticles in
the aluminum matrix accelerate the dynamic restoration process; also, it can act as a signiﬁcant hinder on the grain growth
during dynamic recrystallization; ﬁnally, it can result in the
reduction of grain size. The average grain size of the hybrid
nanocomposite was about 2.1 m.
The high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs) fraction in the
SZ increase during FSP, and it is an indicator of the dynamic
restoration process.
The fraction of 3n boundaries increased by FSP, which
indicated that a greater part of 3 boundaries are newly nucleated during restoration process.
The addition of milled (Al + Fe3 O4 ) powder mixture and formation of hard nanoparticles intensify the fraction of low
CSL boundaries.
The main recrystallization texture components change to
cube texture component by the presence of nanoparticles in
the fabricated hybrid nanocomposite.
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